JAPAN  STEERS AWAY FROM THE  AXIS
I think that the present political situation in Japan is full of
dynamite and that further assassinations are possible, if not likely.
The country is sick of the hostilities in China, with no outlook for
peace, and wants concrete results which do not appear to be maturing.
This does not at all mean that Japan is weakening ; on the contrary,
there is every evidence of determination to see the whole thing
through, and there is very little evidence of any financial or economic
crisis in the near future. But there is plenty of dissatisfaction with
the failure to achieve final results and to get the " China Incident"
over with. The people are restive.
The line that I have taken in talking with Japanese high and low—
and I have plenty of evidence that my arguments have penetrated
to the top—is this : if a general war breaks out in Europe it is almost
inevitable that the United States will be unable to stay out of it;
things would be bound to happen which would inflame the American
people, and history has shown that the American people are among
the most inflammable people in the world. In such a case the pacifists
and isolationists would be in the forefront of those supporting war—-
at least, the great majority would be. If Germany were to bomb
London and Paris and kill a great many civilians, that alone would
stir the American people to the depths. And then, even if Germany
and Italy had overrun Europe in the first few weeks of the war, the
determination and unlimited resources of the United States would
with mathematical certainty have won in the long run, as they did in
1918. If Japan were then tied up in the German camp in a general
military alliance, it would be almost impossible for the United States
to remain at peace with Japan.
It therefore behooves Japan to look into the future and decide where
her friendship ought in her own interests to be placed. Japanese-
American relations are temporarily strained owing to difficulties
arising out of the campaign in China, but these difficulties should
eventually be overcome and Japan should look at the long haul
rather than at the immediate present. From every point of view-
economic, financial, commercial, sentimental—the United States
can be a better friend to Japan, if Japan plays the game with us,
than any other country in die world. A Japanese-American war
would be the height of stupidity from every point of view. In the
meantime, what can Germany and Italy do for Japan? What
concrete results are to be gained from their friendship in the long
run ? These considerations are worth weighing now, before it is too
late.
These arguments, as I have said, appear to have been widely
discussed and weighed. I have reason to believe that they reached
the Emperor, and several highly placed people have encouraged
the line I was taking. Some, including the Navy Minister on his
own initiative, spoke of my " anxiety " and said that I need worry
no more as things were going to turn out the way I wanted them
to do.

